Precrease & Collapse
Trailer – Transcript
Stéphane

Welcome to Precrease & Collapse.

[Theme]

Slottskogen Disc Golf Club by Wintergatan

Stéphane

My name is Stéphane, and I will be your host.
Starting September 10th 2019, your new origami podcast will
bring to you artists and creators from all over the world.
And my first guest will be…

[Drumroll]
Stéphane

Gachepapier ! In this first episode, he will take a walk down
memory lane and remember how origami entered his life.

[Gachepapier] My first real encounter with origami is really an accident. I came
upon an origami book. I had no idea there was such things. So I
bought it and there we went.
Stéphane

He will also share his thoughts on the evolution of the origami
world and community

[Gachepapier] The origami people are quite an interesting and eclectic crowd. I'm
not the biggest origami historian, but in the ten years that I've
been essentially designing models, yes, people get better, people
build upon each other ideas.
Stéphane

And he might also give us some info on his upcoming book...
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[Gachepapier] That's quite a huge thing. It's very... It feels impossible ! Such a
huge amount of work !
Stéphane

If that's not enough, there will be other segments... As, for
instance, a book review...

[Stéphane]

And now it's time to pay a visit to the Great Origami Library.

Stéphane

And some origami spotting...

[Stéphane]

So, now, I’d like to show you how origami conquers the world.

Stéphane

Well, I don't know about you, but me, I am pretty excited, and a
little anxious, as the release date comes closer...
Now, don't hesitate to send me some feedback, both on this trailer
and on your expectations about Precrease & Collapse. You will find
me on Twitter and Instagram, @PrecreasePod, and on my brand
new website, www.precreaseandcollapse.com.
You are more than welcome to talk about this show around you,
on social media, on forums, in groups, organizations. With all your
friends !
And if you are part of an origami organization and if you want to
talk of this podcast in your bulletin, in your newsletter, or on your
website, you will find a handy press kit on
www.precreaseandcollapse.com.
This trailer was recorded and edited by me, Stéphane Gérard. The
great music was provided by Wintergatan. Listen to this song,
Slotskogen Disc Golf Club, as well as their other works, on
BandCamp.
Thanks for listening and see you on September 10th 2019 with the
first episode of Precrease & Collapse, with Gachepapier.
Until then...
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Special guestOn va faire de l’origami !
[French for “let’s do origami !”]
[Theme]
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